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DIMENSION DATA MAKES AN OFFER TO ACQUIRE THE COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION OF
JEBSEN & JESSEN GROUP OF COMPANIES IN SOUTH EAST ASIA
Acquisition will further expand Dimension Data’s capabilities and skills in the communications space
Singapore – 25 August 2015 - Dimension Data, the USD 8 billion global ICT solutions and services
provider, today announced that it has made an offer to acquire the communications division of the
Singapore headquartered Jebsen & Jessen Group of companies in South East Asia, for an undisclosed
sum. The acquisition includes Jebsen & Jessen Communications operations in Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, Indonesia and Philippines. The acquisition is conditional on certain conditions being met, as set
down and agreed by both parties.
Jebsen & Jessen Communications is a market leader in converged communications in South East Asia.
With over 250 employees who support over 800 customers, the company designs, installs, maintains and
supports solutions including unified communications and collaboration, contact centres, and mobility
solutions.
If successful, the transaction will be completed in the next few months, and will further expand Dimension
Data’s capabilities and skills in the communications space - particularly in the areas of contact centre,
collaboration and mobility solutions.

- ENDS About Dimension Data
Founded in 1983, Dimension Data plc is an ICT services and solutions provider that uses its technology
expertise, global service delivery capability, and entrepreneurial spirit to accelerate the business ambitions
of its clients. Dimension Data is a member of the NTT Group.
In Asia Pacific, we operate in 50 offices across 13 countries. We help clients enable technology, operate
their IT infrastructures and transform technology solutions that deliver value. It combines an expertise in
networking, security, communications, data centre and end-user computing, with advanced skills in IT
outsourcing, IT as a Service, Systems integration services and training. www.dimensiondata.com

